
OVERVIEW
X Assessment

Review current SharePoint, Teams, and Yammer
implementation, as well as overall Microsoft 365

tenant setup and licensing.

X Art of the Possible
Host a workshop covering Viva Connections,
Viva Topics, Viva Learn, Viva Insights, Adaptive

Cards, and/or SharePoint Syntex.

X Viva Pilot Implementation
Enable Viva trial licensing, configure Viva
Connections, enable Viva Topics (with content
inclusion), and implement sample use case

for Adaptive Cards.

X Viva Topics Hackathon
After Viva Topics has been enabled for 3 weeks,
host a 2-hour hackathon with content owners.

Do you want to optimize your employee experience to help attract and 
retain top talent?
In today’s competitive market for talent, optimizing the employee experience is a critical part of both 
recruiting and retaining key personnel. Microsoft Viva’s groundbreaking tools enable you to streamline 
the navigation of internal information, optimize employees’ personal growth through key content, and 
leverage machine learning to enhance the day-to-day employee experience. These benefits are achieved 
with three key tools: Viva Connections, Viva Learn, and Viva Topics. 

IN THIS OFFER, INTERLINK WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO STRATEGICALLY LEVERAGE 
THE VIVA CONNECTIONS TOOL AND WHAT IT CAN ACHIEVE.

VIVA CONNECTIONS  
 

PILOT

www.interlink.com | hello@interlink.com  |  800-900-1150

Learn How Viva’s Tools Can Enhance Employee 
Experience and Personal Growth

MICROSOFT HAS CREATED VIVA... 

to help companies excel at recruiting and 

retaining key personnel by optimizing their 

employee experience with a suite of products 

that help team members quickly access 

information and learning resources, collaborate 

more effectively, and better manage work/life 

balance both as individuals, managers, and leaders. 



What you will receive  
from this engagement:

www.interlink.com | hello@interlink.com  |  800-900-1150

HOW CAN INTERLINK HELP?
Interlink’s team of expert Microsoft-certified  

consultants will demonstrate how Microsoft Viva can 

enable your employees to navigate information and 

achieve personal growth like never before, optimizing 

the employee experience for your team members. 

www.interlink.com/viva-pilotLEARN MORE//

X Setup of Viva Connections Pilot

configuration

X Enable Viva Topics and setup content

inclusion

X Sample Adaptive Card implemented

within client’s live environment

X Initial content curation will begin for Viva

Topics

CONTACT US  

to see to see how  
Microsoft Viva can 

optimize your team’s 
employee experience.


